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The fluvial style

Complex feedbacks between sediment, water flow and vegetation

dynamics define fluvial style and dynamics
Braided (Tagliamento river, Italy)Single-thread (Ain river, France) Transition (Ticino river, Italy)
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WaterWaterFew elements …. 
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reciprocal adjutments



The fluvial style

Classifying river structures and dynamics remains a challenge
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The fluvial style : geomorphic perspective 

Geomorphic perspective for River classification 
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The fluvial style : ecological perspective 

Ecological perspective for River classification
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Fluvial style : toward a biogeomorphic dynamic classification 

Toward a biogeomorphic classification considering feedbacks between

hydrogeomorphic and vegetation dynamics
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Fluvial style : toward a biogeomorphic dynamic classification 

The biogeomorphic perspective for River classification
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Limiting lateral constraints and increasing transverse 

hydrogeomorphic connectivity : 

- regeneration of biodiversity, ecological functions and 

What are the solutions for restoring impacted River 

systems? 

A biogeomorphic perspective for impacted Rivers 

- regeneration of biodiversity, ecological functions and 

services 

Defining reference (or « target ») states for River 

restoration :

- use the natural potential of self-regulation



Self-regulation is driven by vegetation / hydrogeomorphic 

feedbacks

SedimentVegetation

effects / reponses

A biogeomorphic perspective for impacted Rivers 

Vegetation controls hydrosystem resistance and resilience

SedimentVegetation

responses / effects



Vegetation development Sediment transport 

+ - +-

Hydrosystem RESISTANCE and RESILIENCE

A biogeomorphic perspective for impacted Rivers 

Substrate cohesion Discharge

Biogeomorphic REJUVENATION Biogeomorphic MATURATION



EFFECTS of vegetation on flow and sediment dynamics

Water 
resistance

Canopy

A biogeomorphic perspective for impacted Rivers 
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REPONSES of vegetation to flow and sediment dynamics

destruction
dispersion

destruction

dispersion

Water Vegetation

A biogeomorphic perspective for impacted Rivers 
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growth
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Static

Oups!

Dynamic

- Biomechanics

- Phenology

- Growth

- Phenotypic plasticity

- Succession

- Genotypic adaptation

- …

Vegetation is not a static but a dynamic component  

A biogeomorphic perspective for impacted Rivers 

- …

≠



Toward the consideration of long and short term FEEDBACKS

between vegetation and flow/sediment dynamics

VegetationEffects

A biogeomorphic perspective for impacted Rivers 

Sédiment

Erosion - transport - deposition

Responses



Pioneer ligneous communities: what function?

Insights from the River Tech, SW France

Water and sediment fluxes

Pioneer herbaceous communities: what function?

Water and sediment fluxes
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Insights from the River Tech, SW France

Sediment dynamics = f(vegetation structure)
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Chanel

Floodplain

Insights from the River Tech, SW France

Sediment dynamics = f(vegetation structure)
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Vegetation trapps fine sediments and diaspores 
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Insights from the River Tech, SW France
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Vegetation trapps fine sediments and diaspores 

Date effect : ns (ANOVA)

Insights from the River Tech, SW France

Fine sediments and seeds lead to interannual resilence of biodiversity



Nb. seedlings 

Populus  nigra / Salix alba 
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Interannual resilience of Salix and Populus

Facilitation of Salix and Populus recruitment by herbaceous communities near water channels

Insights from the River Tech, SW France
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Insights from the River Tech, SW France

River Tech 1942 



Insights from the River Tech, SW France

River Tech 1953 



Stabilisation and

Rapid growth (2-5 years)

Rapid accretion (20 cm / year)

Partly disconnected

Insights from the River Tech, SW France

Biogeomorphic succession 

Low water level

Hydrogeomorphic connectivity (river channel to floodplain)+ -

High water level

Stabilisation and 

superficial deposition

Stabilisation and

massive deposition



Vegetation biological traits:

- Morphology

- Biomechanics

Hydrogeomorphic processes 

and landforms:

Effects (biostabilisation-bioconstruction) / self-organization

Perspectives

- Biomechanics

- Life-history

Community structure:

-Number and kind of species 

and landforms:

- Natural flow regime

- Sediment dynamics

- Hydrogeomorphic connectivity

Adaptive responses



Biostabilisation and bioconstruction control 

hydrosystem resistance and resilience 

Biostabilisation and bioconstruction = f(hydrogeomorphic 

Perspectives

Biostabilisation and bioconstruction = f(hydrogeomorphic 

components; plants morphology; plants biomechanics; 

plants life-history)

���� Focus on these two processes to define new 

biogeomorphic classifications  
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- Disturbance level and sediment supply +-
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Thanks !


